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stract. A method is presented which allows to constrtict general regular expressions of 
star-height I for a class of rather ‘complicated’ regular events. (General regular expressions include 
an operation symbol for complement.) Ef events of greater general star-height exist (which is still 
opl=n), they must be more complex than those accessible by this method. An event which seems to 
be of this kind is suggested at the end of the paper. 
The (general) star-height-problem is an old unanswered question of automata 
theory, more precisely of the theory of regular expressi.ons. Given a finite alphabet C 
(for which wti take as a typical example p;I ={0, f}Jj, the regular euen?s are the 
word-sets over C which can be generated from @, (h} (where h is the ernptjr word), (0) 
and (1) by the boolean operations u(union, --(complement w.r.t. 2”) and by 
. (product) and * (iteration). The last two are defined Iby 
(The variables u, v, W, . . . are used for words, W” V, PI< . . . for events.) If in thz last 
definitiorr rt is restricted to values n > 0, denote the resulting event by U’; if FJ ranges 
only over even numbers ~0, ca?l it Up. Thus U” = (U m U)*. General regular expFes- 
sions are the terms built up froze C, A (denoting {A}), 0 [denoting 10)) and 1 (denoting 
{ 1)) using the operation symbols v _ -, l , *. Brackets I’, > and n for intersP=ction are 
allowed in the usual way, the product sign is often omitted, and F i:~ used for -8. In a 
natural way9 any regular expression denotes (or ‘rmepresents’) a regular event. 
estricted regular expressions are formed as above w:ith 
); it is well known that both kinds of expressions define 
e star-height sh(a) of a regular e 
sh(#) = sh(A) = sh(0) = sh(1) = 0, sh(-ar) = sh( 
sh@)), sh(a*) = sh(a) + 1. e general (resp. restricted) star- 
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The (general or restricte ) star-height-problem is the question whethen there are 
events of arbitrary high (general or restricted) star-height. Eggan [I] solved the 
roblem for the restricted star+eight by presenting for every n an event with 
) = n. The general star-height-problem is still open: it is t known whether 
there are events of gsh> ‘1 (see [4, p. 1931 and t 
An essential property of the star is that it allows for rlr: > 1 to ‘count modulo k’: For 
example. taking k = 2, we see (as in [3]) that for the event O’, defined by (OO)*, we 
must use a star: its gsh is I. Let 
E=O’l, D = o”o1 
and consider, as a next step, the events E* and Ee. Both are again of gsh 1: 
E*=A w(O~FnF~ir~-L,gFn-F~18DoF), 
E” = E* n (O*lO*l)*; note that 0” = -(Fe 1 l F). 
Given ir word w call a maximal subword of w of the form 0” 1 a xction of IV; call the 
section even (odd) if n is. Let us s3.y that w is admissible if rt consists solely of 
sections, i.e. if it is A or ends with the letter 1. So Ee contains all admissible words 
with an even number of even sections and no odd sections. One might think that a 
natural example of an event of gsh > 3 will come out if we count the even sections 
modulo 2 in arbitrary (admissible) words; so we consider 
The main purpose of this note is to show that W0 and similar eveA?ts are of gsh 1. The 
‘similar events’ which w-3 consider in this paper are the following, for k, m > 1, I< m, 
h<k: 
(Uz, k, I, m) = {w 1 w is admissible,_and the number of 
sections On 1 in w with at = 1 (mo 
is congruent h modulo k}. 
Let us write (0, k, 1, m), thus 
the theorem for the events 
easy to extend the argument o the events 
steps: The first (w 
‘long sections’, i.e, 
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~0’ :an be cut into subwords as follows: The firs: subword is 
word is one of 
Om’lOi for m’= 1,. . . , in, 1py W 
e call these subwords ‘dominos’; they are ‘laid’ on w0’ such that this word is 
covered completely (or “tiled’) from the first to the last letter, where of course the 
let?ers 0 and 1 of the dominos ave to match those of the given word, and dominos 
are not allowed t verlap. A tiling of a word, bc#gi l g say with 0’ and then using 
dolninos of a set shows that the word is in (0’j.a 
In a tiling as described above in (I), the last domino meeting a given 
section s = On 1 (i.e. covering its last letter 1) is of the form 0” IO’ or lo’+” ifI s is 
good, i.e. n = I (mod m): This is immediate from the fact that ends of dominos in a 
section can occur only after 2, I -I- 1r2, I + 32, etc. ktters 0. 
Now we define a set U of wolrds, called wperdomitzos, which alre obtained by 
combinng k copies of dominos together in various ways. We form only super- 
dominos containing at mo,_ c+ one domino with a letter 1. The set 11 contains the 
following superdominos: 
0 k-m , ()i’m+m’l()l+(ke*-i)‘m (m’= 1, , . . , m --- 1, i = , . 9 if - l), 
Oi.mlO1+(k-i)*m (i = 1,. . . , 
Let us consider tilings using these superdomirnos. It is easy to verfy that for any given 
w E L at least one of the words 
wo’, kVO1+m, . . .  WOltk - m !a) 
can be tiled from the first to the last letter by the following procedure: Begin the tiXing 
at w’s first letter with O’, then continue with U-superdominos until the end of 1~ is 
reached; finally, by the right choke of one of the words in (2) ensure that the end of 
the last superdomino and the end of the tiled word coincide. By a cevering of a word 
I*V EL we mean such a tiling of w0” for suitable n. Note that at any place of ihe tiling 
en the start wit e is exactly one wa continue by a sqperdomino. 
our example 2, U, 21, the event consists of all words from 
having no sections of the form 1, 01, O*l, 031. The dominos are O*, 04, lo*, 021, and 
as superdominos (with one letter 1 only) we ,Ist 04, O%*. Q’l, O*lO*, 041. 
Continuing the gentzral discussion, we define a second set V of superdo os 
which is formed as U above, with one modification: When combining asuperdomino 
using the domino Om 10’ or the domino IO’+” , then put together only k - 1 dominos 
of k dominos. 
covers the last letter 1 of a non-good section will be as long as the corresponding 
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d of course in both cases U and V we have only one super- 
th without he letter 1, namely Ok’“. 
verings of a word by ominos, it is conven 
o associate with any section s of a given word from L a number 
odulo k the ends of the two superdominos 
which cover the last letter 1 of s. (Let us call these two su 
(s) is a number from (0, . . . , k - 1) and is define 
‘ticai tdr s ends at orb d the end of the Vsuperdomino cr 
ber of dominos ‘ch make the difference. If the U-superd 
2; ends before the V-superdomino critical for s and these ends differ 
the properties of U znd V above it follows that for any 
pair s, s’ of sections, where s’ immediately succeeds s, we have 
( ) S = s’ is not good, 
(s) by 1 modulo k iff s’ is gd,od. 
ence for the last section sof a word w from L we have K(s) = ti iff w E =(k, 6 m). 
As an illustration how the U- and V-superdominos behave, let us consider the 
example W,” again. The sets of superdominos are 
u() = {04, 0102, 031, 02102, 041}, 
v* = {04, 0102, c31, 0*1, lo?}, 
and an example of a covering of w with Uo and V. is the foIL)wing (under 
section s we also note 
W= o6 1 0” 1 (-j4 1 og 1 o6 1 If 1 0’ 1 
(2) = 0 for the section s immediately preceding the lfst section, WC 
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k*Y, since @k’m isavailable in U.) 
k-l m-1 
i=[) m’=l 
is star-free, as seen by the equation 
n -(F40’1*F)r,F* 1, 
i<k*m+l 
we have found a era1 regular expression of star-height 1 defining “(iii, I, m). - 
For the example we get the representation ( ote that I = 0) 
w,” -Lon[(U$ *Oh V,” 4?l)U(U; l 3Xn v,” g031) 
u(Uo* l O2l rr v; l l)u(cg * 1 n 1’: l S’l)], 
where 
Lo= ~-(oii~~)nn-(F~ioii~-e)~~~ 1. 
iR.4 iC4 
We now consider words in which also sLort sections occur. The ioea is that in such 
an arbitrary word we count he good sections modulo &. by counting the long and the 
d sections eparately: In a word w E W(k, l, m) the numbers f short (resp. 
sections hould be k’ (resp. k”) modulo k such that k’ + AC”= 0 (mod k). 
ient to consider afixed pair (k’, k”), and we explain the idea by looking at 
(2,0,2) in the case k’ = k” = 0. So we have to define the set of 
admissible words having an even number of short even sections (in our case of the 
an even number of long even sections. The first of these two 
by a word w iff w belongs to 
=(T*1uT*021)” T, 
where 
W. Thomas 
can use a ‘counting mechanism’ for 
modification: In the regular e 
the ietter 1 any word 1 
04). so net 
n+W4+)n 
ks as before for with the 
e have to allow 
Le. no subwor 
Cn all olaces. Then 
is of gsh 1 as required. 
(k, 1, m), the second step (for given V, k” wit 
(-mod k)) works similarly: No te that the short sections are of bo mded length; hence 
the events corresponding to T and S in our example will be dga3n of gsh 0. 
Of course there are related events besides the sets W(k, I, m) and W(h, k, I, m) 
which can be shown to be of gsh 1. ere we do not want to give a 
of *he range of events accessible by the method of the proof ab 
of it. (It seems that also the i resting example mentioned in [3, p. 1421 and 
ed there to be of gsh I, 11s into this category: Essentially it is the event 
events? A common feature of the sets w(k, I, m) and 
itions involve only a counting process [module k) for 
ons of a word. When taking k = 2 and identifying ‘good’ 
with ‘even’, this will be no more the case for a 
lternations between) sequences of 
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